
The Uniqueness of the NTU Approach 

 
NTU Service Delivery Model is a philosophy and framework for the delivery
of a full range of psychological and organizational development services.
NTU (pronounced ‘in-to’), is a Bantu (central African) term that loosely
translates to mean ‘essence.’ For us, NTU is the universal life force that exists
within all humanity and ultimately generates the healing energies of our
spirits. 
 
The NTU Approach to Health and Healing is a clinical framework rooted in
an Africentric understanding of human behavior and interaction processes.
NTU is shaped by four major humanistic assumptions: 1) People are innately
good; 2) Positive intention is the root of all behavior; 3) Healing is a natural
process; and 4) The therapist, social worker, counselor, etc., is a facilitator of
the healing process. These assumptions imply an optimistic view of
humanity and faith in the self-corrective nature of the human experience
given the proper support and structure in which to grow. They also clarify
the role of the helpers as facilitative, supportive and focused. 
 
Because we offer a multitude of children and family services, across diverse
communities, to client systems with varying clinical, mental health, and social
needs; it is imperative that organizationally we maintain a continuity of
professionalism and skill in all service delivery milieus. To that end, the NTU
Therapist must be competent and confident in his role as “healer” and
demonstrate with consistency his ability to establish meaningful therapeutic
relationships with clients, as it is through these relationships that the healing
properties of NTU are ignited.
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Have harmony and be authentic within self and environment.
Function in accordance to life principles (NGUZO SABA).

HARMONY. The union of mind, body, and spirit. A state of being.
BALANCE. The process of establishing equilibrium between seemingly opposing life forces. 
INTERCONNECTEDNESS. The mutual dependency or the relatedness between all life. 
AUTHENTICITY. Genuineness or realness. 

People are innately good.
People have good intentions.
People want to be happy.
Healing is a natural process.
The helper is a facilitator of the healing process.
The purpose of behavior is to actualize potential.

SPIRITUALLY ORIENTED. Acknowledges the primal creative and sustaining force in the universe.
FAMILY FOCUSED. Views the entire family as the client, whether present or not.
CULTURALLY COMPETENT. Appreciation for the system of beliefs, attitudes, and behaviors, that is
indigenous to a group of people.
COMPETENCY BASED. A non-pathological approach, where strengths are valued.
HOLISTIC/SYSTEMIC. Views the mind, body, and spirit, as well as the interaction of different systems, as
important for optimal healing.
VALUES DRIVEN. NTU assumes a value system based on the NGUZO SABA.

ELEMENTS OF NTU SERVICE DELIVERY MODEL
 
GOALS OF NTU 
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TRANSLATION
When people are in harmony, experience authenticity, and are driven by core values, their behaviors are
more functional, attitudes are more positive and they are generally easier to be around.

 
NTU PRINCIPLES 
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TRANSLATION
The more a person experiences the four principles in their lives, the happier and healthier they will be. 

 
NTU ASSUMPTIONS
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TRANSLATION
Recognizing these things about others, ourselves, and our interactions will enable us to work WITH people
through the most difficult of situations. 

 
NTU CHARACTERISTICS 
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TRANSLATION
These are the “adjectives” that define NTU as a philosophy and a system of interacting. 
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Since 1983, Progressive Life Center, Inc. (PLC) has empowered vulnerable children and families toward resiliency. With a focus on child welfare, juvenile
adjudication and behavioral health, PLC provides direct support while also connecting people to their communities to ensure long-term success.


